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SCENE ONE  

Captain Splat, Thinking Robot and two operators enter 

Other pupils are off stage half stage Left half Stage Right with head-sets on and one juggling scarf each 

Splats narrator – Introduction 

This can be done by the thinking robot and two operators 

Operator One 

Welcome to our show 

  
Operator Two 

all about E- Safety 

 

Thinking Robot  (in a Robotic voice) 

It has all been created today by the pupils.-a round of applause please 

 

Team Robot member – runs in 

I have reports Captain of safety problems on Planet Earth. 

 

Captain Splat 

Thinking Robot analyze recent activity  

 

Thinking Robot and two operators 

Operator One 

Planet Earth Population 7.5 billion 

 

Operator Two 

Early digital age 

 

Thinking Robot (in a Robotic voice) 

Likes Sport, People falling over and Videos of cats 

 

Team Robot member 

Many safety problems reported though, Captain 

 

Captain Splat   

Activate Team Robot training 
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 MUSIC - AROUND THE WORLD 

All pupils have one Juggling scarf each. Thinking Robot joins in  
 
Captain Splat 

Computers can do wonderful things - pupils walking and passing scarves to each other randomly 

Passing messages from person to person at lightening speeds 
Building bridges between us 
Swapping information – passing the scarf 
Saying hello – all wave and then throw and shake hands 
Taking pictures- take a pose with scarf 
We can share our creative ideas – invent any trick 
Working together and creating magic 
Scrunch up scarf and all blow in the air or similar 
Music Stops 

But sometimes using a computer can cause problems and even be dangerous 
 
Pupils (all) 
Dangerous but why? 
 
Pupil One/Splats Narrator   
Well you can never be sure who is writing the message and what their intentions are. 
Online anybody can be pretending to be anybody and they don’t even need a disguise, just a 
change of photo. 
 
And of course once a message is sent it is out there forever. Quick send a message. 
 
If we share information we hadn’t meant to or say things we didn’t mean, it’s not possible to get 
it back again, once it is sent- looking to get their scarf back, tugging from partner then they do they go 
off  and turn round their mask to Meanie side 

 
Today we are going to imagine what these problems and dangers would look like if they were 
aliens and take you on a journey into outer space.  
Welcome to Team Robot v Meanies. 
 
Pupil One/Splats Narrator  (or pupils for any narration that can be given away) 
On a planet green and slimy  
 
Pupil Two/Splats Narrator 

and very, very smelly live the Meanies. 

All Meanies hop on with Meanie hats 

 

All Meanies 

All hail the King of the Meanies. 

 

Pupil One/Splats Narrator 

They are ruled by a green and slimy  
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Enter the king of the Meanies 

 

Pupil Two/Splats Narrator 

and very, very smelly King 

 

All Meanies 

Boo Boo 

 

King of the Meanies 

Thank you Thank you - you really are too mean 
 

Pupil One/Splats Narrator 

They are called Meanies because . . . 

Yes, that’s right because they’re mean. 
 

Splats Narrator 

They live off energy from problems and nastiness.  

Whenever someone has difficulty or is mean to someone they get bigger and stronger. They like 
nothing more than tripping people up, putting people off and making them do really silly and 
best of all mean things.  

Meanie 

I spotty lots of life your Meaniness. On a planet called Earth. 
 
King Meanie 

Let’s send a message to the humans on Earth and see if they bite. 
 
All Meanies 
(In their pairs or small groups all giggly and speak to each other) 
See if they bite . . . see if they bite. 
 
King Meanie  
(In a posh voice) 
Do you want win prizes, holidays and lots of money? 
 
All Meanies   

Yes money, money, they likey money he he he he! 
   
Junior Meanie 

Somey openy the email your Meaniness. 
 
All Meanies  

Silly billies! 
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King Meanie 

Let's get some more energy. Here Meanies can send/say variety of messages – all giggle after each 
one. 

 

Meanies 
You have won free tickets for the football! 
Congratulations! 
This is sooo funny! 
Enter this competition and.... 
 

All meanies 

Add a Smiley face, add a smiley face – he he he! 
 
Meanie 

Some more opened!.... 

 
All meanies 

ha ha silly billies! 
 
Meanie 

Send us your name and date of birth... 
 
Meanie 
and you will get a huge bar of chocolate the size of a spaceship every birthday for the rest of 
your life . . 
 
All Meanies 

Yes chocolate, chocolate, humans like chocolate. 

 
Meanie 

Some sent us their name and birthday.... 
 
All Meanies 

Silly billies . . .  
Meanie energy full. 
 King Meanie  Launch the Meanie Invasion! 
 
All Meanies 
Yeeaaaahhh invadie time again!!! 
 
(All the Meanies advance to d.s (and either freeze in tableaux and/or go into audience). 
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SCENE TWO – THE INVASION 

One pupil is sitting playing a game. 

 
Captain Splat (whispering) 
Meanwhile in a living room of a house not very far from here, Sam Smith was in for a surprise 
 

 MUSIC : ROBOT ROCK 
 
They march into position - a staggered line with the Safety Robot. 
 

Captain Splat  
I am Captain Splat... 
 
Sam 
Who?. . . 
 
All Pupils  
and we are Team Robot! 
The Meanies are coming and we need to train you to become an E-Safety 
expert. 
All Pupils make Team Robot sign - arm across body. 
 
Sam 
Eh? 
 

Captain Splat  
I am Captain Splat. 
 
Sam 
Yes, I heard that bit. 
Er...Mum there’s a group of space men and women just arrived who say the Meanies are coming 
and they need to train us to become Safety experts... 
 

Mum (wig) 
Who are you lot? 
And what are you doing in my front room? 

 
Captain Splat. 
Hello Mrs. Smith this is my E-Safety Robot. 

Safety Robot can be assisted by two other Team Robot members 

 

Safety Robot 
There has been a safety breach from this location. 
The meanies sent messages offering money and free chocolate if we downloaded their game. 
Someone in this location downloaded the game. 
 
Sam (hands up) 
Oh, erm er... sorry that was me. 
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Captain Splat 
Safety Robot - What should he have done? 
 
Safety Robot 
We should ignore messages like these. We don’t know who they are from or what they really 
are!  
 
Captain Splat 
And any other alerts Safety Robot. 
 
Safety Robot 
They also gave away their date of birth and their names. 
 
Captain Splat 
Yes they gave away personal details. We don’t know who might end up seeing them. It might be 
someone who could use our details against us. 
Safety Robot – activate game show! 
 
Well now it’s time to play the Team Robot Game Show – It’s impossible to know and welcome 
your host (...) (Quick change into Hosts costume/or different actor...) 
 

 MUSIC: SPANISH FLEA 
Game show host can wear curly wig – any fun costume, holds Mic. 

 
Host 
Hello and welcome to... 

 
All pupils 
‘It’s impossible to know!’ 
 
Host 
Let’s welcome our first contestant... 
What's your name? 
 
Sam 
Erm er.... Sam 
 
Host 
Now you are playing a game online where you can chat to people. The person says they are 10 
years old and a boy. They send you a message saying Hi, what football team do you support? 
Now who is this person, is it? (Pupils act out examples)... 
A Man pretending to be a boy, a ten year old boy. A chicken (or something silly) – Disco 
queen… 

 
Sam 
But it's impossible to know. 
 
 
Host 
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Correct, it's impossible to know! 
 
You have won absolutely nothing! 
Thank you for playing it's impossible to know. 
 
Captain Splat 
If you are ever on a game that allows you to chat to someone, you never know who that person 
really is. 
 
SO, and this IS VERY IMPORTANT, don’t speak to anyone online who you don’t know in real life, 
and NEVER, ever meet up with them. 
People you don’t know are strangers. They are not always who they say they are. 
 
Sam 
They sent us some nice messages though – saying we had won competitions. 
 
Captain Splat 
Yes but it was just another way to get people to click. 
Sometimes messages we see aren’t obviously fake. They can seem convincing so we have to stay 
alert. 
 
Sam 
So what should I do? 
 
Captain Splat 
You must tell an adult you trust. They should always know what you are doing online. Everyone 
can get it wrong sometimes and they will find a way to help you. Well it’s ok as you haven’t 
started playing the game we should be able run our anti meanie software... 

 

Sam 

Umm, I did send this message to my friends as they said if I shared it I would get prizes and. .. 

 

Mum 

Shhh quiet! look it’s the news....and there are aliens invading! 

 

All of Team Robot pupils switch their masks around to become the meanies all one behind another.
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 MUSIC: NEWS REPORT 
 
Reporter 

This is (Name) reporting for Team Robot News. Meanies have invaded 
Planet Earth.  Secret Agent Splat is in the city centre now. 
 
Secret Agent Splat  (with army hat on - acting as if in War Zone!) 
Thanks [NAME] 
I am here in the centre of The Meanie invasion. We have slowed the video 
down so we can see how they work.   
Half the pupils are walking around as humans playing a game on phones (mimed).  The other 
half are Meanies all center stage and they start off hiding behind one another and then all blast 
out in all directions (slow motion) to the edge of the stage looking and giggling at the humans 
who are unaware of them.  
 

This was the scene earlier when we tried blowing up the Meanies. As you 
can see they rather liked that! 
 
Meanies 
Yipppeee! 
 
Secret Agent Splat   
You see they giggle, wriggle their fingers and tongue’s and seem to 
multiply in all sorts of directions and then just watch the humans. (Meanies 
watch at edge giggling and humans just play on phones) 
 
The whole world is being drawn into a Meanie game called Meanie Me.h 
  
Meanies (chanting) 
Meanie me, meanie me 
 
Secret Agent Splat   
The aim of the game is for everyone to be turned into Meanies. 
Everyone has their own Meanie hopping beside them.  
 
In the game the humans receive a nice message from a friend about 
something they like.  
Now watch and you will see the Meanies at work 
Meanies hop up and whisper in their ears 

Meanies  (all can say different things) 
That’s rubbish; hate it, no good, stupid . . .  
(The doctors point out specific examples during the following 
commentary). 
Dr Splat 
The humans then start to say everything’s rubbish. Also if you look 
carefully their fingers go a bit wriggly and their tongue sticks out, a clear 
sign of early infection. 
 Dr Splatty 
Interestingly the Meanies just stand back here and giggle, they don’t seem 
to need to do much more.  
Dr Splattier 
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Now watch. Here everyone receives a Mean message. 
Dr Splat 
They are just about to ignore it or delete it but here come the Meanies… 
Meanies hop up and whisper in their ears 

Dr Splatty 
Before they know it they are typing a rude message back and then 
another and then another and the Meaniness and arguments begins to 
spread. 
All humans looking like they don’t trust people. 
Dr Splattier 
They think their friends are talking about them, laughing at them and soon they go 
full Meanie. (Wriggle hands, tongue - as expressive as possible) 
Dr Splat 
The problem is that when people are messaging online it’s very difficult to know 
how the other person is really feeling because you aren’t with them. You might 
think twice about being mean if you did know.  
Dr Splatty 
And online messages are often seen by lots of other people which can make 
things even worse. 
Dr Splattier 
So you see our victims are just becoming more and more loyal to the Meanies. 
They are even starting to chant. 
 
All Meanies and Humans 
Meanie Me Meanie Me Meanie Me 
Dr Splat 

Everyone’s started sharing all their personal information and their friends’ 
information too. They’ve all been fooled into wanting to win the Meanie me game 
and become a  Meanie Me.  
 
All Meanies and Humans 
Meanie Me, Meanie Me, Meanie Me! 
Meanies coming towards audience 
(All the Meanies advance to d.s (and either freeze in tableaux and/or go into audience). 
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SCENE THREE – COACH ROBOT 

 MUSIC: NEWS REPORT to THINKING MUSIC 
Reporter 
Here I am at the headquarters of the research lab for How to beat the Meanies.  
Pupils are off stage one is the Meanie. One is Team Robot.  

Dr Splat and colleagues wear bald wigs and lab coats. 

 

     Dr Splat 

Hello – I am Dr. Splat  

     Dr Splatty 

and I am Dr Splatty 

     Dr Splattier 

and I am Dr Splattier  

 

And this is our Coach Robot who is here to help train us. 

 

Coach Robot 

Activate Team Robots – Thinking mode 

Team Robot march in and stand in thinking pose. 

 

Coach Robot 

Activate Virtual Meanies 

Meanies enter in Meanie style and stand by any Team Robot member and then freeze, controlled by 
the Doctors. 

 

Dr Splat 

We have created virtual reality meanies.  

Pupils texting on a phone – they have a Meanie beside them. 

 

Dr Splatty 

Think carefully before posting photos or videos of you or your friends online or the virus 
can spread 

 
Dr Splattier 

The Meanies will try to rush you into doing things. 

 

All Meanies 

Go on go on! quick quick quick! funny funny! 

 

Coach Robot 

Remember, what you say on the internet stays there for a very long time. 
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Dr Splat 

So never put anything online that you wouldn’t want your class mates to see - If someone 
shared it how would you feel? 

Meanies run around showing each other what they have posted (mimed) and laugh. 

 

 MUSIC:  DADDY COOL BONEY M 
 

Dr Splat 

Here we receive a Mean message and the Meanies encourage them to respond. 

 

Meanies 

Go on go on! 

 

Dr Splatty 

It’s much easier to be mean online – it’s just a click away and you don’t truly know what 
the other person is thinking or feeling. See what happens if they do respond 

(Everybody turns into Meanies) 

Dr Splattier 

Quick, undo! 

Dr Splat 

Always think before sending a message. 

Team Robot members 
 “Put yourself in their shoes” “How would I feel?” 
“Is this a kind message?” then “Would I be happy for my teacher to read it?” 

Coach Robot 

IF YOU GET A MEAN MESSAGE... 

Get evidence... 

Tell a trusted adult. 

They call over the Doctors  

Eventually the Meanie will give up or get into trouble. 

 

Dr Splat 

Always KEEP YOUR COOL! (Thumbs up) 

 

 MUSIC:  TAYLOR SWIFT MEAN 
3 Angry people enter wearing wigs. 

Coach Robot 

If angry or upset do not respond. 

Dr Splatty 

Never send messages when angry or upset. 

Dr Splattier 

If you do the Meanie virus will spread 
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People come in calm him down – sit them down (bring 3 chairs in)– Comb hair, give them a drin,flowery 

glasses to wear, massage, deep breathing, meditation, etc. 

Dr Splat 

Even though the meanie will want you to react when angry. 

Dr Splatty 

Take your time. 

Dr Splattier 

Relax. 

Dr Splat 

Think. 

Dr Splatty 

Breathe, breathe and breathe some more. 

Passing him a drink 

As you can see the Meanies are demeanifying and will eventually give up and go away 

 Dr Splatty 

If you see something you shouldn’t, unsure about anything – then get help. 

Dr Splattier 

Reach out to someone you trust. 

Talk to friends. 

Dr Splat 

And of course DONT BLAME YOURSELF. 
 
Coach Robot 
It is simple mathematics. 
MEAN + MEAN = MEANIE  
(pre-made A3 signs) 

 
MEAN + FUN = 0 

 
You see no one can make you mean if you chose not to be. 
 
RESET MEANIES TO HAVE FUN! TEAM ROBOT STAY FOCUSSED! 
 
(Team Robot teach circus skills here as scene 3 finale? –If time permits!). 
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    CLASS FOUR – THE DISCO ROBOT 

 MUSIC: BOOGIE NIGHTS 
 

Whilst we are collecting all our data from our research to see how we can defeat the Meanies 
let’s get the final class up and the Robots ready from the other classes.   
 
PUPIL 
Research complete Captain 
 
Captain Splat 
Our research shows that the best thing is to feel good about yourself.  To stay safe from the 
Meanies we need to stay active, have fun and be alert. 
 
Dr Splatty 
 
Our computers have entered all the data and here is the result 
 
PUPIL 
It says disco dancing Robots Captain. 
 
 

 MUSIC: GONNA FLY NOW 
Captain Splat 
Ok Disco dancing Robots it is. 
Calling all robots calling all robots prepare for the Meanie invasion. 
The Robots from Classes One, Two and Three join in here. They have new operators who read out what they like 

and their specialty. Examples are below but pupils can make up their own. 

 
Pupil/s 
Our first Robot all the way from Class One our Thinking Robot . . . 
Likes Football, Painting and wants to make a difference to this world 
Specialty dance is The Robot 
 
Our Safety Robot all the way from Class . . . . 
Likes Kung Fu, snooker and likes saving the universe in his spare time 
Specialty dance is The Robot Boogie 
 
Our Coach Robot all the way from Class . . . 
Likes singing, dance and wants to save the planet 
Specialty dance is The Robot Moon walk 
 
Our Final Robot all the way from Class is the Disco Robot . . . 
Likes milkshakes, opera and defeating naughty meanies 
Specialty dance is Robot freestyle. 
 
Captain Splat 
All boo for the king of the meanies! 
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King of the Meanies 

Thank you thank you - you really are too mean 
 

Captain Splat 
Thank-you Mr. King. But it's time to play Team Robot v Meanies 

Get meanies into position and the robots. 

 

 MUSIC: STAYIN’ ALIVE 
 

Captain Splat 
First moves are to guard the meanies and avoid their splats by jumping. 
 
King of the Meanies 
Ha ha but now you must stop my lasers! 
 
(Shield move + classic John Travolta point. Plus any choreography. ..) 
 
Captain Splat 
If none of the previous dances work we go for Emergency Laughter Dance.  

Our years of research have shown these to work everytime. 

(Music – Emergency Laughter Dances) 

Meanies all get dancing. Sequence – Village People, Chicken, Abba, Elvis, Clown....) 

King of the Meanies 

If you can’t beat them join them! 
 
All pupils 
We are all different people who enjoy different things and we must look after one another! 
 
Captain Splat 
So that's how the meanie invasion was stopped by an amazing group of pupils 
from . . . . . . . . . School! 

 

 MUSIC: STARSHIP TROOPER 
Most of dialogue can be done before main music starts and then go into dance and clap and 
applause for end of show 
 

Captain Splat 
So as we travel this world with its billions of messages remember to stay safe: 
Don’t be persuaded to give away your personal details; 
 
And remember your password is your password – not even to share with a friend 
 
And if you are tempted to chat to a stranger online, ask yourself who is sending you 
messages? A friend? A chicken? A meanie?  
 
All pupils 
It's impossible to know 
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Captain Splat 
We m igh t  say mean things online and we can’t truly know how we are making 
someone feel, Use your skills to not make it into a Meanie Me.  
And if someone is mean to you and you are upset by things – talk to a friend, teacher, 
family.  Most importantly be yourself and do what you enjoy. 
 
All pupils 
We are all different people who enjoy different things, and we must look after 
each other! 
 
Captain Splat 
That's what makes this world such a fun and fascinating place. 
Big round of applause for all of Team Robot and especially for our mean meanies. 
 

End of Show 


